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Introduction
The GWP, as a concept, has been discussed and developed over approximately two years. However,
it was not legally formed until June of 2016; slightly over one year ago. After forming, the work of
the GWP was conducted strictly by volunteers from the member localities’ EDAs and economic
development directors. Two main tasks were accomplished: completion of a target sector analysis,
to focus marketing efforts on business clusters with the highest possibility of attraction success; and
completion of a website, for positioning the region and providing information to site consultants
and companies seeking to locate a business. An additional accomplishment was the establishment
of a managing/overseeing board of directors restricted to two representatives from each local EDA
and three local economic developers. Marketing efforts were mainly reactive, with some targeted
activities conducted by the local economic developers; who continued to also execute their main
functions of local economic development.
In October of 2016, the GWP contracted a part-time Executive Director with a two-fold mission
focus: 1) put together all the components of a regional economic development organization in
order to make it effective and sustainable; 2) seek opportunities in the “market” for potential
projects, even if all components and mechanisms of a full marketing program were not yet in place.
Over the course of the past nine months (FY2016/17), the GWP has made great strides in
governance, structure, resources, processes/procedures, awareness and perception in the market and
in opportunities for prospective projects considering the region. This briefing is intended to provide
more details into what the GWP has done, is doing and will be doing in the coming fiscal year.
Much has been accomplished but much is left to do!
Summary 10/2016 to 7/15/17
Even with part-time management and administrative staff, volunteers, and limited budget, the GWP
has been functioning as a viable and recognized regional economic development organization in
Virginia (gained official status with the Virginia Economic Development Partnership as a regional
economic development organization). The following list provides a snapshot of activities and
accomplishments of the organization over the past nine months of the fiscal year.
•

Increased board membership to include the three local Chief Administrative Officers and
the Chairman of Launchpad: Greater Williamsburg Business Incubator, to increase local
input and guidance and to better open lines of communication to local elected officials

•

Transferred funds and accounts from York County to GWP to be our own financial
administrators and fiscal agent.

•

Set up financial and accounting systems for management and due diligence in utilizing funds
for the GWP program. Late in the fiscal year we transferred to QuickBooks to improve
effectiveness and efficiency in managing and reporting our finances.
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•

Developed and implemented numerous policies related to finances, conflicts of interest and
other “good governance” policies, as stewards of public funds used in our efforts.

•

Tweaked/restructured our committees to better focus on needs and support of the GWP
operations and marketing.

•

Incorporated Launchpad (Greater Williamsburg Business Incubator) legally under the GWP,
to improve oversight, and assigned the GWP Executive Director to the Launchpad board as
a non-voting member, to provide linkage between the two regional economic development
organizations.

•

Developed and launched a private sector funding program to diversify funding sources for
the GWP, to improve sustainability of the organization, and to reduce the sole burden of
funding by the three-member localities.

•

Recognized as the regional economic development organization for James City County, the
City of Williamsburg and York County by the Virginia Economic Development Partnership
(VEDP), making us able to be promoted through their national and international efforts.

•

Hosted three separate delegations from the State: 1) the new CEO of VEDP, Stephen
Moret; 2) Vince Barnett, Senior VP and team to discuss regional assets and how VEDP
could assist with marketing our region; and 3) a delegation of new project managers for a
briefing of the GWP and each locality to generate more opportunities for the region.

•

Attended SiteLink site consultants forum in Lynchburg. Continuing to follow-up with the
seven site consultants met to create leads and opportunities.

•

Averaged two presentations/meetings per month with local and regional community groups
and boards to introduce the GWP and to develop mutually-productive relationships and
networks. A community launch event was held, where 88 public and private sector
representatives attended and learned about the GWP in general and, specifically, about our
target sectors and start of the private sector partner program.

•

GWP was represented on the Virginia Economic Developers Association (VEDA) Regional
Economic Development Group, the VEDP Lead Handling Protocol Development
Taskforce, the GoVirginia Region Nine Board, and the VEDP Strategic Plan and Marketing
Plan Regional Taskforces.

•

Highlighted in four articles in regional and local papers and publications

•

Sponsored HRACRE website, to include a write-up, logo, and contact information to tap
into the super-regional real estate network.

•

Sponsored the Virginia Chamber of Commerce Statewide event in Williamsburg.
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•

Negotiated an advantageous price to secure “JobsEQ” data service. This subscription allows
both the GWP and localities access to current data and tools on workforce (quality and
quantity) and other data pertinent to proactively positioning the GWP and responding to
inquiries from the state, companies and consultants, in regards to project opportunities.
This acquisition improved the professionalism of the information provided to allies and
prospects as well as decreasing the response time.

•

Engaged in an intense campaign to implement a meaningful and impactful social media
presence. An evaluation of statistics from the GWP Twitter and Facebook accounts showed
they were essentially non-existent due to lack of posting, followers, following, and other
standard measures of value on social media. According to SproutSocial analytics, GWPVA
has increased its followers 115.2% since the January 31 2017. The number of tweets issued
increased 532.6%, and the number of messages received increased 1,800%. Furthermore,
during this time period, organic impressions stood at 108,774 (as defined; the number of
times a user was “served” the GWP’s Tweets in their timelines or search results on Twitter)
with 2,781 engagements (total number of times a user interacted with a Tweet). According to
Tweepsmap analytics, GWPVA has followers in 42 countries with the US, UK, Canada, and
India being the top four. Finally, according to Twitonomy analytics, the account’s daily reach
as of July 13 is 399,444. Reach is the number of people who see your content as defined by
AdWeek. The GWP Facebook account numbers have also greatly improved but more work
and focus on this outlet is planned for FY2017/18.

•

In addition to organization building and developing a full-fledged marketing program, the
GWP region has been considered as a potential location for 12 separate project
opportunities over the past nine months. As a point of reference, research by VEDP,
provided at the request of the GWP, indicated that, over a 10-year period (ending in
December 2015), the member localities within the region collectively were considered for
projects an average of 11 times each year. Following are summary statistics related to
project/prospect opportunities from October 1, 2016 to the date of this briefing.





12 – Considerations of our Community/Region
4 - Eliminated or Not Able to Meet Needs
6 – Active in Various Stages of Development
2 – Pending Final Decision/Announcement

Sources
 8 – VEDP
 1 – Realtor
 1 – Consultant
 1 – College of William and Mary
 1 - Direct
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Note: All localities within the GWP have or are being considered in the mix of project
opportunities. The needs of the company and the applicable assets of each locality are the
ultimate determinates for where a company will consider or will actually locate.
Going Forward: Marketing the Region (FY2017/18)
The marketing goals for the previous fiscal year were: to position our region through our website,
social media, PR and other methods; to begin developing a network of allies who served as lead
“multipliers” (consultants, community groups, economic development organizations, others); to
establish ourselves as a legitimate and viable regional economic development organization in the
eyes of the state, region and market; and, to identify and secure opportunities utilizing the network
of allies and begin direct outreach to companies. These efforts provided the results reported in this
briefing.
The coming fiscal year will include the launch of a fully-developed marketing calendar of activities.
The planned activities are intended to continue to cement relationships with our network allies and
to provide direct focus on prospecting within our target sectors identified in the target sector study.
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e-Marketing
Online marketing outlets and activities are not a “one and done” endeavor. Websites and social
media efforts must be constantly monitored, tweaked, and updated with content and postings in
order to keep them valuable in market-positioning and in pursuing opportunities. In regards to
economic development, regions and localities are often vetted by site selection consultants and
companies without the website owners knowing. Regions and localities can be eliminated based on
the content, or lack thereof, on its website. In this fiscal year, the goals for our e-Marketing efforts
are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to build our social media metrics to gain wider exposure and positioning of the
region
Add LinkedIn social media program
Continue our program of regular daily/weekly posting
Build better results on our Facebook page through more postings, paid advertisements, and
promotion of page
Implement a minor-cost weekly Twitter advertising effort targeted at selected geographic
territories, industry sectors (to match the GWP’s target sectors), and professions (e.g. site
consultants).
Tweak our web presence to improve content, reduce costs, and greatly improve data and
information available for those visiting our site to vet the GWP as a business location.

Additional Efforts
•

With our local partners begin a visit campaign to existing industries in order to partner with
them on recruiting their supply chain companies to the region.

•

Reach out to existing companies with foreign origins or headquarters to partner on
developing opportunities within those home countries. Based on history of relationships
and social media statistics, as well as foreign nature of existing companies, focus on the UK,
France, Germany, Canada, and Italy.

•

Follow-up all opportunities to a definite conclusion of “yes” or “no.”
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INVESTING TOGETHER IN THE
FUTURE OF THE GREATER

WILLIAMSBURG REGION

THE MISSION OF THE
GREATER WILLIAMSBURG PARTNERSHIP

A MESSAGE FROM

IS TO PROMOTE THE GWP REGION, TO FOSTER JOB CREATION,
TO FACILITATE NEW INVESTMENT, TO DIVERSIFY OUR ECONOMY,
AND TO NURTURE AND IMPROVE OUR QUALITY OF LIFE.

OUR CHAIRMAN...

“This is truly a remarkable partnership, with the economic development departments from the
City of Williamsburg, York County and James City County all collaborating in the effort. For
the first time ever, Greater Williamsburg has its own regional entity marketing the area as an
outstanding place to conduct business. With the addition of private investment in the Greater
Williamsburg Partnership (GWP), we can leverage our current funding from the three localities
to attract diversified businesses and create new jobs in the region.”
Mr. Thomas Tingle, AIA

VISION
Through forward-thinking leadership and an effective marketing program, the GWP will recruit targeted businesses
and industries to our region that both benefit from, and contribute to, the quality of life of the area’s citizens, which
is inextricably linked with a strong economy.

Chairman | The Greater Williamsburg Partnership

A MESSAGE FROM

OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR...

“Our mission is to go out and market this great region to the rest of the USA and the world. If
we have the resources to do that, good things will continue to happen in the Greater Williamsburg
region. Our region is strategically located between two major metro areas and is one of the
best-kept secrets on the entire East Coast. We strive to increase and broaden the employment
opportunities for all of our citizens, while retaining the charm and beauty of our home.”
Mr. David W. Denny
Executive Director | The Greater Williamsburg Partnership

WHAT WE DO
The GWP believes that a favorable business climate is essential to attracting desirable corporate citizens, as is
the availability of appropriate business sites and buildings and a well-educated and appropriately-trained
workforce. As a regional partnership, the GWP is strongly positioned to support economic development and
help shape the future of the Greater Williamsburg community, the Virginia Peninsula, and the Commonwealth
of Virginia. We accomplish this goal by:
·· Marketing the region to domestic and international
companies as a great place to locate, operate, and
grow their business

·· Serving as a liaison between the Virginia
Economic Development Partnership (VEDP) and
the GWP localities

·· Differentiating and articulating the Greater
Williamsburg region’s strengths and assets to give
our community a competitive edge

·· Working with other Virginia regions to market Greater
Williamsburg as a “Super Region”, when appropriate

·· Developing and implementing targeted marketing
campaigns that are measured for success
·· Soliciting and hosting prospect and site selector
visits to our region
·· Conducting follow-up activities to secure the
prospective company for our region

·· Providing information and regional facilitation
regarding economic development and strategic
workforce development initiatives
·· Supporting the Launchpad: Greater Williamsburg
Business Incubator, which is under the organizational
auspices of the GWP, to help establish and grow
entrepreneurial, start-up and small businesses

·· Supporting local economic developers in their
pursuit of business retention and expansion projects
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“A RISING TIDE LIFTS ALL BOATS.”

AS THE GWP IS SUCCESSFUL IN MARKETING THE REGION, OUR PARTNERS
WILL BENEFIT FROM A MORE ROBUST AND DIVERSE ECONOMY.

INVESTOR BENEFITS
GWP Investors play a key role in marketing the region, creating economic opportunities, and improving the quality
of life in our “hometown.” Partners can build strong networks of public and private contacts, through attendance
at GWP special events and meetings. Annual investments are per company, not per individual, so others within the
partner organization are welcome to attend GWP events, meetings, and activities (limitations apply).
Investors enjoy valuable exposure and promotion of their organization, via listings on the GWP’s website, in the
Regional Resource Guide, and on other promotional materials, and are kept informed, via regular email updates,
on the activities and successes of the GWP.
As appropriate, investor organizations are invited to participate as a project resource, to assist in recruiting a new
or expanding business. Investors have the opportunity to access prospects, through a listing in the Regional
Resource Guide and targeted prospect meetings.
* Investor benefits vary according to contribution level.

PARTNER INVESTMENT TIERS

TIER 1 | $2,500 PER YEAR | FOR GENERAL INVESTORS OF ALL TYPES
·· Utilized as an area ambassador at prospect
meetings and GWP events

·· Two mentions/recognitions per year in GWP
communications and/or at events

·· Invitation to participate as a project resource, when
appropriate

·· Invitation to three Quarterly Partner Meetings, one
Annual Meeting/Briefing, and one GWP-sponsored

·· Enhanced partner listing and link on GWP website
·· Partner listing in the Regional Resource Guide

·· Invitation to Participate on GWP Committees

·· Subject of one “Partner Profile,” distributed via
e-communication

·· Included on the distribution list for all
GWP publications

TIER 2 | $1,000 PER YEAR | FOR GENERAL INVESTORS OF ALL TYPES
·· Basic partner listing on the GWP website

·· Invitation to participate on GWP committees

·· Partner listing in the Regional Resource Guide

·· Included on the distribution list for all
GWP publications

·· Invitation to three Quarterly Partner Meetings and
one Annual Meeting/Briefing

REGIONAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL (REC)

event per year

$5,000 PER YEAR | BY INVITATION AND APPROVAL OF THE GWP BOARD
The Regional Executive Council is exclusively reserved for C-level and senior executives in major private
corporations, foundations or public/private organizations. This elite group is comprised of the area’s top thought
leaders, who will help to identify actions and strategies to propel our region forward and shape our future.
In addition to receiving the full Tier 1 benefits package, REC members also enjoy:
·· Participation in four REC strategy meetings per year

·· Corporate name displayed on GWP letterhead

·· Ability to participate in marketing missions and trips
throughout the year

·· Corporate logo and link displayed prominently on
the GWP website home page

·· Mention at all GWP events and on event signage

·· Opportunity to represent the REC as an Ex-Officio
member of the GWP Board
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ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITY (AVAILABLE TO ALL LEVELS)
REGIONAL RESOURCE GUIDE FULL PAGE AD | RESTRICTED TO GWP PARTNER COMPANIES
The Regional Resource Guide is a “living document,” that contains a directory of partner businesses which provide
goods or services to companies locating to or expanding within the GWP region. The guide is available on the GWP
website and is distributed, as needed, to representatives of active GWP projects.
Restrictions and details are provided upon request | COST: $300 PER YEAR
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AS A

VALUED GWP INVESTOR,
YOU WILL PLAY A KEY ROLE IN MARKETING THE
REGION, CREATING ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES,
AN IMPROVINGTHE QUALITY OF LIFE
IN YOUR “HOMETOWN.”

ORGANIZATION,
MANAGEMENT
AND FINANCE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
13 Members
·· SIX | Regional Economic Development Authority
Representatives

2017/2018
GWP MARKETING CALENDAR
JULY
·· VEDP Quarterly Managers’ Meeting

AUGUST
·· Regional Industrial Broker Luncheon

·· THREE | Locality Economic Development Directors

SEPTEMBER

·· ONE | Chairman of the Launchpad Board

·· Composites & Advanced Materials Expo (CAMX)
and Marketing Mission

·· THREE | Local Chief Administrative Officials
(ex-Officio)

STAFF MEMBERS
·· Executive Director: David W. Denny

OCTOBER
·· Industrial Asset Management Council (IAMC) Fall
Forum
·· VEDP Quarterly Managers’ Meeting

·· Administrative Manager: LaTonya Wallace-Conyers
·· Investor Relations: James W. Noel, Jr. (Board Liaison)
and David Denny

ANNUAL BUDGET | $150,000
(AT TIME OF PUBLISHING):
·· 100% | Public Sector

NOVEMBER
·· Regional Commercial/Retail Broker Luncheon
·· FABTECH Metal Forming, Fabricating, Welding
and Finishing Event and Marketing Mission

JANUARY
·· Fancy Food Show and Marketing Mission

·· 0% | Private Sector

FEBRUARY
INVESTMENT USE
·· Marketing and Business Development for Region
·· Administration, Personnel, Services
·· Fundraising and Private Sector Investor Program

“A LEAN AND FOCUSED ORGANIZATION.”
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·· VEDP Quarterly Managers’ Meeting

APRIL
·· Craft Brewers Conference and Marketing Mission

MAY
·· VEDP Quarterly Managers’ Meeting
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JOIN YOUR

FELLOW LEADERS TODAY!
Help shape the future of the Greater Williamsburg community and provide
economic opportunities and a better quality of life for the citizens of our region.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
David W. Denny | Executive Director
844.GWP.2020
ddenny@gwpva.com
James W. Noel, Jr. | Member, GWP Board
757.890.3318
jnoel@yorkcounty.gov
4345 New Town Avenue, Suite 200
Williamsburg, Virginia 23188
844.GWP.2020 | www.gwpva.com

